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Abstract

This paper suggests that a multi-agent based decision aid can help individuals and groups consider ethical perspectives in the performance of their tasks. Normative and descriptive theories of ethical problem solving are reviewed. Normative theories are postulated as criteria used with practical reasoning during the problem solving process. Four decision aid roles are proposed: advisor, group facilitator, interaction coach, and forecaster. The research describes how the Theory of Planned Behavior from psychology can inform agent processing. The Belief–Desire–Intention model from artificial intelligence is discussed as a method to support user interaction, simulate problem solving, and predict future outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Ethics is the study of values, rules, and justifications ([69], p. 1). More specifically, ethics is “that branch of philosophy dealing with values relating to human conduct, with respect to the rightness and wrongness of certain actions and to the goodness and badness of the motives and results of such actions” ([54], p. 665). In other words, ethics is the study of what the appropriate actions are for an individual or a group in a moral dilemma. Considerations can be right versus wrong action (i.e., means) [35], good versus bad results (i.e., ends) [7], virtuous versus vicious character (leading to right action or good results) [4], fairness [56], and others [24,25,53,60,77].

Polya saw problem solving as understanding the problem, devising a plan, carrying out the plan, and evaluating the solution obtained by carrying out the plan [50]. Brim et al. saw problem solving as identifying the problem, describing the problem, diagnosing its causes, generating solutions, evaluating solutions, choosing a solution, and implementing and revising the selected solution ([11] in [40], p. 49). Pounds describes problem solving as choosing a model, comparing it to reality, identifying differences, selecting a difference, considering operators, evaluating consequences of operators, selecting an operator, and executing an operator ([51], in [40], p. 49).

Problems can be solved synthetically, analytically, or via a combination of synthetic and analytic techniques [73]. Decision-making is one component stage in the process ([41] in [75],[52]). Finally, problem solving can also be seen as “transforming a given situation into a desired situation or goal” ([30], in [64], p. 674). The
Four Component Model (157, p. 3), a problem solving model focused exclusively upon morality, suggests four psychological processes that must occur prior to moral behavior: 1) interpret situation and create alternative actions, 2) choose alternative based upon some form of consideration, 3) prioritize this morally value laden choice above amoral values and associated choices, and 4) intend to perform action.

Integrating these definitions of “ethics” and “problem solving”, and the Four Component Model: ethical problem solving is the iterative process of interpreting one’s environment by identifying a moral problem based upon what one values morally, framing and re-framing the problem or sub-problems from various morally value laden perspectives in a synthetic or analytic fashion, applying knowledge to develop and consider alternatives, choosing an alternative or alternatives, intending to act morally, and then acting towards achieving those alternative(s). Sample ethical problem scenarios are boards or committees considering employment practices in production facilities located in third-world countries that may need to balance mores of their home country versus the needs of the families and children it hires or physician teams that must advise families regarding end-of-life care.

This paper suggests that a multi-agent based decision aid can complement approaches like ethics sensitivity training, codes of ethics, and regulation and legislation, and help individuals and groups in organizations consider alternative ethical perspectives in a synthetic or analytic fashion, applying knowledge to develop and consider alternatives, choosing an alternative or alternatives, intending to act morally, and then acting towards achieving those alternative(s). Sample ethical problem scenarios are boards or committees considering employment practices in production facilities located in third-world countries that may need to balance mores of their home country versus the needs of the families and children it hires or physician teams that must advise families regarding end-of-life care.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 of this paper provides an introduction to traditional means of moral reasoning by discussing broad categories (character, duty, consequence, justice, etc.) for considering an ethical problem, and provides examples of the items within the categories. Section 2.2 discusses two foundational descriptive theories of ethical problem solving and describes pertinent research in values. Section 3 presents theories of psychology and artificial intelligence that can support a decision aid. Section 3.1 introduces the Theory of Planned Behavior from psychology [1]. This theory is used as the basis for our representation of antecedents to thinking and communication, in ethical problem solving. Section 3.2 discusses the Belief–Desire–Intention (BDI) model of practical reasoning and the last section introduces the postulated effect of personalities on ethical problem solving in groups [10,55,17,68,80,22,37,38,71].

Section 4 presents a framework of supporting roles that could be provided by ethical decision aids. Section 4.1 presents a summary of an ethical problem [13,62], used as an illustrative example throughout the remainder of the section. In Sections 4.2–4.5, four distinct roles for ethical problem solving support are described. In the first role, the decision aid’s role is as an advisor. The advisor compares and contrasts a user’s decisions (or heuristics used to arrive at those decisions) to alternatives suggested by normative ethics but not considered and suggests other solutions. In the second role, the decision aid acts as a group facilitator. A third role is as an interaction coach. The interaction coach helps individual group members understand the possible reactions of others to that individual’s ideas, prior to that individual communicating to group members. While the group facilitator supports the group’s process, the interaction coach helps an individual group member be more influential. A fourth role of the ethical problem solving decision aid is as a forecaster of future events or states. This forecaster helps users understand potential consequences of particular solutions to a problem, or the likelihood of an ethical issue surfacing, by “fast-forwarding” to potential future worlds. Section 5 summarizes and concludes the paper by showing the relationships among the theories discussed in the paper and indicating future areas of research.

2. Ethical theories

In order to develop a decision support system for ethical problem solving, an understanding of both normative and descriptive theories of ethical behavior is necessary. This section reviews those found to be most relevant to this research.

2.1. Normative theories

Three categories of normative ethical problem solving techniques “stand out ([34], p. 1)”: character-
based, duties-based, and consequences-based. While these theories are normative, their rationales for determining moral essence are often what we refer to when we solve ethical problems. In this research, normative theories are postulated as criteria that are used with practical reasoning during the problem solving process [7, 24, 56, 31, 76, 64]. We will refer to the prescriptive theories espoused by moral philosophers as “normative theories of ethical problem solving” or “normative theories” and to techniques used in practice as “moral reasoning heuristics” or “heuristics”. Selected theories (and their categories) are shown in Table 1.

Virtue (or character-based) theories [67] suggest that the right or good answer is the answer that is congruent with a person’s own moral virtues. For example, Aristotelian moral virtues (Table 1, Item A) are those characteristics that enable a person to be the best they can be as they work towards fulfilling their distinctive purpose in life. To Aristotle, the distinctive purpose of human life was the pursuit of reason [4] and the ethical solution is the one that is reached by a person using the capability that is uniquely human, that is, the ability to reason. For virtue theories in general, the problem solver applies their unique “virtuous” characteristics when solving the problem, and because this occurs, the problem is solved ethically.

A second form of reasoning is deontological (or duty-based) ethics (Table 1, Items B through E). Deontological ethics [15] prescribes the ethical solution to be the one that contains acts that have intrinsic moral worth, and does not contain acts with no intrinsic moral worth. Certain acts are, at their very core, right or wrong. What can and cannot be done exists as rules. The rules essentially define duties one person has to another, often to protect each person’s inherent rights. A theorist in this school of thought is Immanuel Kant [35], who suggested that all of deontological ethics can be condensed to one rule, the Categorical Imperative. One form of Kant’s Categorical Imperative is “Act only on that maxim which you can at that time will to be universal law” ([3], in [32], p. 436, about [35]). In other words, if you are acting in accordance with a rule, that particular rule is only morally permissible if you could wish that everyone else should act in accordance with that same rule.

Consequentialist approaches (Table 1, Items F and G) a third type of normative theories, do not focus on the character of the problem solver, or to the moral worth of acts within the ethical problem, but instead focus on the potential positive or negative consequences that may happen under alternative scenarios [28]. Acts are judged right or wrong based on their possible consequences. For example, Utilitarianism suggests the ethical solution to be the solution that provides the most good for the most number of people [7]. Additional types of normative theories that do not fit into the categories that “stand out” are those focused on 1) justice based upon rights, 2) caring and responsibility for others, and 3) belief in the application of theory that is most appropriate for the context (Table 1, Items H, I, and J, respectively) [25, 56, 77].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Moral reasoning heuristic</th>
<th>Maxim(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Virtue</td>
<td>Aristotelian Virtue Theory [4]</td>
<td>One should apply and develop their characteristics towards their distinctive purpose; this will naturally lead to the best actions and best results. To Aristotle, a person’s distinctive purpose was to reason.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Duty</td>
<td>Categorical imperative [35]</td>
<td>Act towards others as you would have them act towards you -or- Treat people as ends, not means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Duty</td>
<td>Religious Rule-based (form of deontology) [60]</td>
<td>Ten Commandments; The Eight-Fold Path; etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Duty</td>
<td>Obligation-based [60]</td>
<td>1) Act according to our agreements, 2) Reciprocate help, 3) Be just (reward for merit, etc.), 4) Help those in need, 5) Perfect yourself, and 6) Do no harm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Consequence</td>
<td>Utilitarianism [7]</td>
<td>Act to reach the highest net ratio of good to bad results for the most number of people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Consequence</td>
<td>Egoism [53]</td>
<td>Act to reach the greatest outcome possible for one’s self, irrespective to others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Justice-based [56]</td>
<td>Seek fairness for all involved. Create a solution that has a balanced distribution of positives and negatives to parties involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Ethic of Care and Responsibility [25]</td>
<td>Consider your feelings of interconnectedness with others. Think about the situation that each of these others and you are in. Use your experience; Nurture; Be responsible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Pluralism [77]</td>
<td>There is no one approach that is best. Using context to choose, and to use many techniques is appropriate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is important to consider these normative theories because they can be used as practical moral reasoning heuristics—as criteria to be used within everyday ethical problem solving. An individual that is concerned about duty will identify the problem differently than the person who is focused upon consequences. A person who is attempting to care for and be responsible for others may create a different set of alternatives than a person who believes that each person should look out for their own interests. And finally, the choices made by someone who is attempting to build character will be different than someone interested in minimizing bad and maximizing good outcomes.

2.2. Descriptive theories

Two descriptive theories that are important to include in any integrative model of ethical problem solving are the Theory of Moral Development and A Taxonomy of Ethical Ideologies [20,36]. Theories of personal values are also important and are also discussed in this section [59,63].

The Theory of Moral Development [36] postulates that individuals can move sequentially through six stages of development, beginning with a person following rules in order to avoid punishment and ending with a stage where individuals act in accordance with self chosen principles. Most adults stop at about stage 5, with a stage where individuals act in accordance with following rules in order to avoid punishment and ending stages of development, beginning with a person that individuals can move sequentially through six Ethical Ideologies [20,36]. Theories of personal values are also important and are also discussed in this section [59,63]. The Theory of Moral Development does have critics. For example, Gilligan indicates that a bias exists (especially at the highest stages) within the Theory of Moral Development (because of its justice orientation) in favor of individuals that often hold a justice-oriented view (typically men) [25]. The integrated model of ethical problem solving presented in this paper uses the Theory of Moral Development modified to address Gilligan’s concerns.

While people may be at a particular developmental level when solving an ethical problem, they also use particular “ethical perspectives” (i.e., ideologies), which can be considered lenses through which ethical problems are seen [20]. Ethical ideologies are postulated to vary by individual and described by their location with respect to two dimensions: relativistic/universalistic and idealistic/pragmatic. Davis and colleagues [16] find idealism and relativism to account for differences in ethical judgments in business practices and reports that “differences in relativism and idealism influence the individual’s emphasis on various moral criteria when making ethical judgments. For example, individuals high in idealism display a predilection for invoking rules about justice and fairness.” ([16], p. 48).

However, to understand and simulate a particular person’s ethical problem solving process, one needs to know more than his or her ethical ideology and his or her moral development level. One needs to understand what he or she values. The concept of a value is defined by Rokeach below:

“To say that a person has a value is to say that he has an enduring prescriptive or proscriptive belief that a particular mode of behavior or end-state of existence is preferred to an opposite mode of behavior or end state. This belief transcends attitudes toward objects and toward situations, it is a standard that guides and determines action, attitudes towards objects and situations, ideology, presentation of self to others, evaluations, judgments, justifications, comparisons of self to others, and attempts to influence others. Values serve as adjustive, ego-defensive, knowledge, and self-actualizing functions. Instrumental and terminal values are related yet are separately organized into relatively enduring hierarchical organizations along a continuum of importance ([59], p. 20, cited in [18]).”

A Model of Decision-Making Incorporating Ethical Values [21] is the first to explicitly consider personal values as underlying “antecedents of [ethical] behavior”. Glover et al. finds high levels of need for achievement (a value) correlated with higher levels of ethical behavior in two of four scenarios [26]. Singhapakdi and Vitell report marketers’ ethical judgments can partially be explained by personal values [66]. Lin and Ding finds that personal values affect ethical attitude, which in turn affects behavioral intention [39]. Connor and Becker show that 12 of 14 Rokeach value clusters are significantly related to particular decision making styles [14].

Schwartz [63] developed and tested a typology of values “distinguished by the different motivational goals that the individual values express” ([18], p. 57). Most of Rokeach’s [59] values are within the Schwartz typology. Schwartz’s typology is used in this research because it is broad in terms of motivational goals, small in number of value sets that are mutually exclusive, and based on Rokeach’s intensive work. These value sets are shown in Table 2.

The fact that the value sets are mutually exclusive supports the embedding of relationships between particular value sets and specific procedures within a
software-based simulation model. For example, these values can be used to derive intentions used to drive reasoning or behavior within an agent. This agent would be internal to the decision support system and could simulate a person solving a problem.

3. Non-ethics-oriented supportive theories

3.1. The Theory of Planned Behavior

We have described the resolution of an ethical dilemma as a problem solving process that is performed by a person who has a particular moral development level, a particular perspective (ethical ideology), particular values, and uses particular heuristic(s). However, beliefs that are used when a person solves a problem have not been discussed in detail. That is the purpose of this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value set</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power:</td>
<td>Social status and prestige, control and dominance over people and resources (social power, authority, wealth, preserving my public image)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievements:</td>
<td>Personal success through demonstrating competence according to social standards. (successful, capable, ambitious, influential, intelligent, self-respect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonism:</td>
<td>Pleasure and sensuous gratification. (pleasure, enjoying life)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulation:</td>
<td>Excitement, novelty, and challenge in life. (daring, a varied life, an exciting life)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-direction:</td>
<td>Independent thought and action-choosing, creating, exploring. (creativity, freedom, independent, curious, choosing own goals, self-respect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universalism:</td>
<td>Understanding, appreciation, tolerance and protection for the welfare of all people and for nature. (broad-minded, wisdom, social justice, equality, a world at peace, a world of beauty, unity with nature, protecting the environment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence:</td>
<td>Preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with whom one is in frequent contact. (helpful, honest, forgiving, loyal, responsible, true friendship, mature love)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradition:</td>
<td>Respect, commitment and acceptance of the customs and ideas that traditional culture or religion provide the self: (humble, accepting my portion in life, devout, respect for tradition, moderate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformity:</td>
<td>Restraint of actions, inclinations and impulses likely to upset or harm others and violate social norms. (politeness, obedient, self-discipline, honoring parents and elders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security:</td>
<td>Safety, harmony and stability of society, of relationships, and of self. (family security, national security, social order, clean, reciprocation of favors, sense of belonging, healthy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [63], derived in part from [59].

The Theory of Planned Behavior (Fig. 1(a)) postulates that behavior can be predicted by one’s intention (combined with one’s actual control over the behavior) [1]. Intention in turn has the following antecedents: Attitude toward the behavior, Subjective Norm, and Perceived Behavioral Control (Fig. 1(a)). A person’s attitude toward a behavior can be predicted by the summation of the multiplicative relationship of the strengths of one’s beliefs about the outcomes of a behavior and the associated positive or negative value associated with each of the outcomes. A person’s subjective norm can be predicted by the summation of the similar relationship between the strengths of one’s normative belief about the likelihood that important referent individuals or groups approve or disapprove of performing a given behavior and one’s motivations to comply with referents. And finally, one’s perceived behavioral control can be predicted by the summation of one’s control beliefs (about the presence or absence of requisite resources and opportunities) and one’s perceived powers to perform behaviors. The Theory of Reasoned Action was a precursor to the Theory of Planned Behavior [1] and did not include the Perceived Behavioral Control antecedent to Intention.

Loch and Conger used the Theory of Reasoned Action to study ethical decision making in the context of computer use [42]. Their model suggests a person’s intentions are affected by ethical attitudes towards a behavior and social norms, and the relative importance of each, in the context of an ethical dilemma [42]. The research reported that both attitudes and social norms play an important role in determining an individual’s intentions to perform computing acts related to privacy and ownership, where intentions are the result of the attitude toward the behavior, subjective norm(s) regarding the behavior, and the relative importance of each as a moderator [42]. Chang states “the Theory of Planned Behavior [1] can be used quite successfully to predict the intention to perform unethical behavior” ([12], p. 1833) and that “the Theory of Planned Behavior predicted unethical behavior better than the Theory of Reasoned Action...” ([12], p. 1831). Peace et al. tested a model developed from the Theory of Planned Behavior [49]. Their results suggested individual attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control are all significant pre-cursors to intending to illegally copy software. Leonard et al. finds that IT behavioral intention is influenced by attitude, personal normative beliefs, gender, moral judgment capability and ego strength, which refers the amount of control one has to refuse impulses and follow their convictions [38]. While the Theory of Planned Behavior helps us understand...
what types of beliefs are used during the development of intentions that can become behavior, it does so in a static fashion. The Theory describes what beliefs are used and the results of processing those beliefs (i.e., behavioral, normative, and control beliefs). Its weakness is that it does not describe the ethical problem solving process. In order to simulate the process of solving an ethical problem we need another model.

3.2. The Belief–Desire–Intention model

The purpose of using a Belief–Desire–Intention (BDI) model [10,55,17] (Fig. 1(b)) is to simulate practical reasoning, which is “argument, intelligence, [or] insight directed to a practical and especially a moral outcome” ([31], in [32], p. 709). Alternatively, practical reasoning is “concerned not with matters of fact and their explanation, but with matters of value, and what is to be done” ([76], p. 11939). “In practical reasoning, agents attempt to assess and weigh their reasons for action...” ([76], p. 11939). Actions can be either mental states or behaviors ([76], p. 11939).

A software implementation of the dynamic Belief–Desire–Intention (BDI) model can be used to simulate the process that is implicitly suggested by the static Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [1]. See Fig. 1(a) and (b). In the context of the BDI model, practical reasoning can be simulated by having software agents choose “cognitions” and “behaviors” in response to a “thought or a sensory perception”, based upon its “desires” and “beliefs” about the world and its “abilities”. In our research, “beliefs” are descriptive or procedural data a
software agent (that simulates a person) believes are true or valuable, respectively. “Desires” are goals that an agent is interested in. The desires may be long-term, as in the case of values, or may be short term, as in the case of a software agent desiring acknowledgement from another agent or during a discussion. “Plans” are ways for a software agent simulating a person to solve a particular problem. “Events” are outputs of [any agent’s] plans that trigger more processing on another plan, based on updated values of beliefs and desires, and a choice of that plan. Plans that are chosen to be executed are considered “intentions”.

Values (instrumental or terminal goals) are referred to as motives in TPB and desires in BDI. The TPB includes motives as precursors to behavioral, normative and control beliefs. Motives are “the goal or object of a person’s actions” ([54], p. 1254) and (referring to our previous discussion of values) when values are used to direct thought or behavior, the two are synonymous. Static TPB Motives (values in the case of ethical problem solving) can be implemented as Desires in a dynamic BDI model. Behavioral, normative, and control beliefs (from TPB) can be embedded [as Beliefs] within a BDI model. Practical reasoning procedures that process behavioral, normative, and control beliefs to yield attitudes towards a behavior, social norms and perceived behavioral control can be implemented as Plans. Intention is theorized to lead to actual behavior in TPB, however, in BDI, an “Intention” is a chosen plan that results in an event, which represents an instance of an internal thought or external behavior. Moral development level, ethical perspective (ideology), and personality traits are theories not within BDI or TPB that support simulating (and hence, supporting) ethical problem solving, and can be represented with additional [object-oriented programming language] classes. These additional classes complete the dynamic model by affecting the choice of BDI Plans during the execution cycle.

3.3. Groups and personality traits

While there is an extensive literature addressing how individuals solve ethical problems, research regarding how groups solve ethical problems has focused on how groups decide among alternatives, specifically in the case of juries [29]. Studies of jury decisions have focused on either the criminal guilty/not guilty verdict decision or the civil award determination decision (choice of amount of money). Unfortunately, this work does not describe how groups transform a problem into a solution but instead focuses on determining guilt (a decision between yes and no) of parties presumably acting unethically or indemnifying parties (e.g., choosing a currency amount on a spectrum) that have [possibly] received a negative effect of a mishandled problem. The focus of our research is how groups (and individuals) solve ethical problems.

One approach to looking at groups is “a functionalist strategy for personality and social behavior [68,80].” This theory purports that behavior in groups is equally dependent upon characteristics of the situation as the characteristics of individuals within the group. As part of the discussion of the theory, values and personality traits are identified. Relationships between individual characteristics (primarily personality) and intra-group behavior have been described [6,8,9,68]. Individuals in groups can identify personality characteristics of others, such as outgoing (extroverted), shy (introverted), and intelligent (intellect) [2].

Many personality trait researchers have accepted the Five-Factor Model [22] which suggests individuals have five dimensions that endure over time and situation: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness [46,22]. Extraversion can be described as tendencies towards sociability, assertiveness, high activity level, positive emotions, and impulsivity [44]. Agreeableness is the degree to which a person is willing to consent to another’s wishes [54]. Conscientiousness is the degree to which a person is controlled by their inner sense of what is right and wrong [54]. Neuroticism can be described as the amount to which a person sees his surroundings as stressful, threatening, problematic; Neurotic individuals experience negative emotions more frequently than those who are not [78]. Openness is the degree to which one is accessible to appeals, ideas or offers [54]. Some readers may point to situational factors as important in ethical problem solving. Indeed this is the case. In defense of personality characteristics as foci for ethical problem solving, as opposed to situational constructs, they are as effective, and in some cases, more effective [6]. Personality and characteristics of the situation are not the only factors that affect group process. For example, individuals with status (as determined by characteristics of the perceived and attributed by the perceiver) have more opportunity to influence and are allowed more variation in their actions than those with lower status [74].

4. Decision aid roles

As mentioned, the proposed decision aid can support a user four ways: advisor, group facilitator, interaction
coach, and forecaster. In a computer-based aid, these four roles would be agent-based and goal and event driven, and therefore will interact on their own volition with the user. The next section (4.1) introduces and summarizes an illustrative problem whose resolution could be supported by the prospective decision aid. Sections 4.2–4.5 describe (through the illustrative problem) the ways the proposed computer based decision aid could provide support.

4.1. An ethical problem

The case that will be used to describe how the roles in the decision aid will work is British Columbia’s Pharmanet Project [13,62].

“This case is centered on the issue of what information technology can do versus what it should do in a larger, societal view. Secondary to that is the issue of information system implementation to strike the best balance between these two forces. The information system in question, Pharmanet, a publicly funded system with clearly stated goals for meeting private consumer needs. [These goals included reduced adverse drug interactions, tailored information for consumers, and streamlined billing procedures.—authors’ insertion] The case’s primary decision maker, Paul Tier, must struggle with three overriding sensitive public issues: personal health, government oversight, and personal data privacy.” ([62], p. 1)

Paul Tier, the project manager in charge of implementing the system which would “...give pharmacists full access to the prescription histories of all British Columbians,” ([13], p. 1) was faced with what decisions he needed to make in order to appropriately deal with the concerns. The Ministry of Health was primarily interested in reducing the number of adverse drug reactions, which in 1992, occurred in close to 10,000 individuals, but was also interested in reducing fraud (e.g., individuals getting prescriptions from multiple physicians and pharmacies) and streamlining billing processes. Pharmacists were worried about costs and risks of converting, spending more time filling prescriptions, and (with physicians) were concerned their regulatory bodies would use Pharmanet to monitor their professional practices. A third group of individuals were also interested in understanding, and providing solutions for, potential ramifications of a pharmacy wide database. The main concern they had was for personal information privacy. Privacy has been identified as one of the four ethical issues of the information age [45]. Questions posed by the Information and Privacy Commissioner, the B.C. Civil Liberties Association, and the B.C. Freedom of Information and Privacy Association were about 1) unauthorized “surfing” of the database, 2) additional uses of the database that had not been considered, planned for, or regulated, and 3) the fact that consumers and pharmacies could not “opt” out of participating in the program.

4.2. Advisor

As mentioned earlier, the Advisor role will support reasoning by “listening” to its user, comparing heuristics and decisions of the user to alternatives suggested by normative ethics, and suggesting additional heuristics to the user. (Using current technologies, “listening” could occur when the decision aid user types their thoughts into a screen’s text field. Using future technologies, perhaps the advisor could actually listen.) Instead of the Advisor giving answers, it will ask questions, whenever possible. When questioned, it will be able to explain why a particular moral reasoning approach results in a particular solution. The decision aid will store information about the user that it supports, such as his or her moral development level, perspective, values and preferred moral reasoning heuristics in order to be more effective in its communication with the user. By having this functionality, the decision aid is less cumbersome to use and more realistic for its user to interact with. In essence, the decision aid will “know” some qualities (e.g., values valued or perspectives held) of the decision aid user, so therefore it can interact better, much as people interact better with those they know than those they do not know.

The Advisor’s behavior is enabled via the dynamic BDI model. Problem solving heuristics can be stored as BDI Beliefs and these beliefs can be considered and expressed to the user by the implementation of a BDI Plan. For the near future this expression would be via words written to screen. The aforementioned BDI Plan is triggered by BDI Events that occur (such as a user saying a particular phrase) as well as BDI Desires (e.g., goals) that the BDI agent has. (An example desire that the BDI agent may have is the desire to inform its user whenever possible and appropriate.) As the user responds to the Advisor, these responses are handled as BDI Events, and the decision aid will again cycle through its BDI model to select an appropriate response (i.e., behavior), which can be implemented via a BDI Plan. An ontology will be used to determine meaning from sentences expressed by the user [70]. (An ontology is a data structure which has words (that describe a
An example of the use of the Advisor role follows. This example is based upon the illustrative problem described in Section 4.1. Paul Tier, the primary decision maker in the case may use a hybrid moral reasoning approach during his day-to-day problem solving. His hybrid approach integrates his belief that he needs to consider what the effects of his decision are (i.e., consequentialism, see Items F and G in Table 1) and his belief that he needs to follow certain basic rules (for example, see Items C and E in Table 1) as well. If this were the case, he may decide that he had done all that was necessary in terms of his set of rules, since he had not killed anyone, caused pain to anyone, etc. In fact, in terms of Paul’s use of his consequence-oriented heuristics, the Pharmanet system could be seen to save lives. Since adverse drug interactions would no doubt be reduced, it may be reasonable (to him) to assume that some lives are lost from adverse drug reactions in a population of 10,000 incidents, and that reducing interactions could very well lead to saved lives. Also in terms of consequences, there may be no question in his mind that the Pharmanet system in the end would provide many more benefits (e.g., reduced adverse drug reactions and easier, faster payment of expenses for economically disadvantaged pharmacy patrons). He does believe though, in this example, that “the government” or “the legislature” has an obligation to handle concerns regarding creating penalties and agencies to enforce penalties for inappropriate use of the Pharmanet database.

The sample session shown in Fig. 2 could be entered via keyboard or spoken by Paul and written to the screen (or spoken) by the decision aid acting as an advisor. The dialog in Fig. 2 is referred to in the material to follow.

During the following explanation of the dialog between Paul and the advisor role of the decision aid (Fig. 2), references will be made to blocks of dialog that are encapsulated between English capital letters (and a hyphen). For example, at the top of Fig. 2, there is a block of dialog, encapsulated between “A-“ and “-A” that begins with “Paul: So I think the answer...”.

Beginning with section A, as the decision aid “listens” to Paul, it notes that the words “owe” and “liberal” have parents within its ontology. For more information on the concept of an ontology, see [70] (pp. 492–512). Based on the ontology, the decision aid determines that “owe” is-a-child-of “oblige”, “supposed” is-a-child-of “oblige” and that “liberal” is-a-child-of “person”. While processing the second sentence spoken by Paul, the decision aid parses the sentence, using the ontology, and transforms it into the following form (subject–verb–object–preposition). The result is “not(I,owe,anything,group).” It then works through the following algorithm:

Rule 1: If any [of my] rules has an “or” in the Then portion of the rule, then clarify (call a function to determine) which type of user the current user is.

Rule 2: If verb has parent which is “oblige”, Then the user type is obligatory or user type is secular rule based or user type is both.

Based on the application of these rules (and others not shown for brevity), the decision aid then asks Paul “It seems as if you are highly focused upon rules or duties, Paul?” and confirms this in the dialog encapsulated with “B”. The choice of “rules” from the set (rules, obligations) is made randomly using a function or a class such as Random in Java. If rules are chosen, then the decision aid might clarify between religiously based rules and secular rules. (In this example, this dialog has been omitted to save space). Continuing to the dialog section contained between the “C”s, upon hearing this, the decision aid recognizes the question as rhetorical, and therefore does not respond. The decision aid also updates the BDI Beliefs of the instance of Paul it has in memory with “rules are an appropriate way to solve ethical problems.” The sequence of procedures used and the resulting beliefs follow:

Pseudocode: NoteUserMoralReasoning (“rule-based”);

Pseudocode: NoteUserMoralReasoning (“consequence-based”);

Pseudocode: NoteUserMoralReasoning (“sequence-based”);

Pseudocode: NoteUserMoralReasoning (“sequence-based”);

Pseudocode: NoteUserMoralReasoning (“sequence-based”);

Pseudocode: NoteUserMoralReasoning (“sequence-based”);

Subtype heuristics for rules and consequences would exist and be determined by the advisor via further querying of Paul. For the moment the decision aid now approaches the problem with Paul from an obligation-oriented moral reasoning perspective (which Paul has not confirmed, but which the decision aid has inferred by Paul’s words) since the decision aid has counted 2 words (see discussion in section A above) that link to oblige in its ontology. It will come back to consequence-oriented reasoning later.

Moving on to section D, the decision aid now attempts to determine the person who owes a duty to the liberal (who it knows is a person because of its ontology). It does this because, in obligation-oriented approaches to solving ethical problems, one must know
A- Paul: “So I think the answer to this mess is that I’ve done everything I can. I don’t owe anything to these liberals. I’ve done everything that I was supposed to do for the Ministry.”

A- Decision Aid: It seems that you are highly focused on rules or duties, Paul? Is that true?

B- Paul: Well, I guess I believe there are certain things you should do, and certain things you shouldn’t do.

B- Decision aid: Do you rely on rules?

C- Paul: Yes. I have to. What else is there? Hmm. Well I guess the results of somebody’s action can determine whether something is right or wrong too.

C- Decision aid: Whose duty is it to deal with the problems the liberals are worried about?

D- Paul: The legislators.

D- Decision aid: So the legislators owe a duty to the liberals?

E- Paul: Um hmm.

E- Decision aid: I know it’s not your duty to make the laws, but do you think any laws need to be made in order to deal with the liberals’ [concerns]?

F- Paul: I can’t see any way for us to keep people from using the system inappropriately otherwise. I mean, I will be implementing all the technical solutions to the problem, such as passwords and encryption and such, but people will still use the system to their advantage, just like the liberals say, unless there are laws.

G- Decision aid: So we need laws?

H- Paul: Yes.

I- Decision aid: Do the legislators know they need to make some laws?

I- Based on Paul’s response (within the dialog in section E) the decision aid now labels the noun of the sentence, that is, person, with “legislator”. In memory, the decision aid now has [person:legislator][duty][person:liberal] stored (i.e., there is a fact that has been confirmed by my user and it is ‘legislators owe duties to liberals’).

Now, in terms of section F: At this point either the decision aid knows (using a combination of its ontology and dictionaries of meanings) what a legislator does (that is, a legislator makes laws to preserve rights), or if it does not, the decision aid will ask Paul to give him a definition of what a legislator does. A dictionary entry might be:

Key==‘legislator’, Value==‘makes laws’, Value==‘preserves rights’.

In terms of sections G and H: After some clarification, the decision aid understands what Paul is saying. The decision aid, after confirmation, stores the following belief, in the BDI instance of Paul that it is maintaining:

{[person][need][law][avoid][inappropriate use]}

At section I, after following the sequence of instructions shown as pseudocode below,

Pseudocode: IF [person][need][law]and
Pseudocode: [legislator][make][law]

Pseudocode: THEN [legislator][know?]
Pseudocode: ((person||need||law)) AND
Pseudocode: should((law)||to be||(content?)) the
decision aid asks Paul “Do the legislators know that a
law may be necessary?” and “What should the content of
the law be?”

The dialog continues with the decision aid following
procedural logic, instantiating question oriented beliefs
as described above. During this effort, it is attempting
to achieve the goal of reducing the number of questions
available (not answered) for all ethical reasoning ap-
proaches that Paul will entertain. Of course, if Paul wishes
for no more advice, this can be accommodated as well.

4.3. Group Facilitator

The Group Facilitator decision aid role has all the
characteristics and skills of an Advisor, but its distinct
purpose is to support a group’s processes. Prior to use,
groups can provide information regarding each mem-
ber’s values, ethical ideologies, moral reasoning heur-
istics, and personality traits, via a querying session with
the decision aid, or alternatively, the decision aid, will
perceive this information via analysis of communications
among group members. The aid will maintain the shared
mental image in the form of a conceptual graph [70] that
can be understood and manipulated by individual group
members. But its real purpose is to identify group
members that have one or more of the following
characteristics: 1) introversion, 2) low locus-of-control,
3) low ego strength, 4) high agreeableness, 5) low
conscientiousness, 6) high neuroticism and 7) low levels
of openness, and support these individuals. The Group
Facilitator decision aid role will model each person in the
group using a BDI model (Fig. 1(b)). It will also build a
tailored strategy for supporting each group member;
based upon their values, ethical ideology, heuristics and
personality. The Group Facilitator updates the BDI
model beliefs as individual beliefs are discovered from
communications. It will implement each strategy, which
may include talking (for now, via a computer screen)
directly to members or joining subgroups of members. If
particular statements made by the less influential person
can be made defensible via use of its knowledge bases,
the aid will express a supporting argument to the group.
The decision aid will also have its own Main BDI
instance, which is essentially the advisor BDI instance
discussed in Section 4.2, but complemented with
knowledge about how groups work, such as typical
roles and characteristics of individuals within those roles
or effects of status on group process, as well as a data
structure that stores group interaction history. This Main
BDI instance also keeps information about the problem
and the developing solution. The information is kept
within the Main BDI instance’s beliefs. The BDI model
instances for each group member provide support for the
decision aid’s main BDI instance that interacts with the
actual group. Another sample session, based upon the
problem discussed in Section 4.1, is now used to
illustrate the Group Facilitator.

After Paul sends a memo to the Minister of Health, he
finds himself invited to a meeting with a staff person of
the Ministry of Health, Robert McElroy, and a staff
person of the Information and Privacy Commissioner,
Michelle Leahy. The dialog of the meeting is shown in
Fig. 3. The material to follow is based upon the dialog in
Fig. 3.

Beginning at section J, the decision aid notes directed
speech to Robert, but not Paul, and the following updates
occur to the beliefs within the Main BDI instance.
[Michelle]→[communicate]→[Robert]→[content]→[acknowledgement]
[Michelle]→[chose]→[communicate]→[Robert]
\(\text{count}==1\)
not{[Michelle]→[chose]→[communicate]→[Paul]}
\(\text{count}==1\)

Again, at dialog section K, the decision aid again
notes the directed speech to Robert, but not Paul:
[Michelle]→[chose]→[communicate]→[Robert]
\(\text{count}==2\)
not{[Michelle]→[chose]→[communicate]→[Paul]}
\(\text{count}==2\)

Now, in terms of section L, the decision aid notes
broadcast communication and notes phrasing to be not a
resounding affirmative, possibly implying that this
speaker (Michelle) is not high on the personality factor
‘agreeableness’. The BDI instance that models Michelle
now receives a low value for agreeableness which is
inserted into its personality data structure. The BDI
Personality record for Michelle that has “agreeableness-
low” placed within it also receives a subjective probability
of “somewhat certain” since the behavior exemplifying
this personality trait has not been observed repeatedly in the Group Facilitator’s interaction with
Michelle. Continuing with how the Group Facilitator
may arrive at values for personality traits, in section M,
the decision aid notes that it is probable that Michelle’s
directive statement indicates a strong locus of control. In
section N, because of the use of the word “wrong” the
decision aid recognizes that the discussion definitely has
an ethical component. At section O, the decision aid, by
referring to a dictionary that shows dependency relation-
ships between the words “law” and “enforcement” now
uses this information to drive the leading statement “It
seems like laws are just the beginning.”
At section P, the decision aid recognizes Paul did not speak and that this fact, combined with the fact that its previous history of analyzing Paul’s (lack of) interactions indicates that Paul is very introverted and that it (the decision aid) needs to pull Paul into the conversation. Finally, at section Q, by requesting Michelle’s permission to continue, the decision aid addresses Michelle’s strong locus-of-control again, after first referencing a dictionary for message content.

4.4. Interaction Coach

An Interaction Coach while containing the moral reasoning heuristics of the advisor, and the capabilities of

Robert (to Michelle): Michelle, thanks so much for taking the time to meet with us.

J-
Michelle (to Robert): I’m with you Robert.
-J

Paul (awkwardly): Michelle, good to meet you. I’m sure we can figure most of this out. The benefits seem to tremendously outweigh the costs, but that’s just me. And I know I can see the technical aspects and that, to many folks out there, it’s a big unknown black box.

K-
Michelle (to Robert): Robert, so where do you want to start?
-K

Robert: Well, first things first. Paul has this new gadget, he calls it his “ethics decision aid”. It is supposed to keep up with you and help out here and there. Do you see any reason why we can’t let it be part of the festivities today?

L-
Michelle (to Robert and for the first time, Paul): Anything to help with the scenario, guys.
-L

Paul: I turned it on just before you walked in the room. I wanted to make sure my “helper” had the same information we had.

M-
Michelle: Hmm…ok…Well let’s get kicking.
-M

N-
Michelle (to Robert): Robert, you know my main concerns already I’m sure. But basically I’m worried about folks using this thing for the wrong purposes.
-N

Robert (to Michelle): Do we have a list?

Michelle: Sure do. George, my human assistant, (with emphasis) has been working on it all morning….here it is.

Robert: So we need to suggest some ideas for the legislative bills.

Decision Aid: Excuse me, can I jump in?

Fig. 3. A portion of a sample session with the group facilitator role of the decision aid.
Michelle: (surprised) Sure.

O-
Decision aid: It seems that the laws are just the beginning.
-O

Robert: How so.

Decision aid: Well, laws need to be enforced, right?

P-
Michelle and Robert in unison: Yes.
-P

Decision aid: Paul, what do you think?

Paul: Yes, I agree.

Q-
Decision aid: I'll log that in as an open item. I'll keep going here, if that's ok, Michelle?
-Q

Decision aid: What do we need for enforcement for these laws? My database tells me that enforcement is dependent upon an ability to monitor, is this right?

Michelle: of course.

Decision aid: Is there anything else we need to look at?

[Robert and Michelle now somewhat bored with the dry conversation led by the decision aid, jump in and discuss content of bills for laws and suggested enforcement processes for several minutes. Paul, because he believes he is the least powerful person in the room, remains quiet.]

Decision aid: I'm sorry to speak up again, but my program keeps telling me to break in, and I haven't got a chance to … can I jump in?

[Paul looks at Robert and Michelle, and Michelle gives an approving nod.]

Paul: Sure.

Decision aid: Well, folks, pardon me for saying so, and since I'm a machine I don't have to worry about my ego or yours, but I've really noticed that you really aren't including Paul in your conversation. It seems such a waste of the Ministry's time and money not to be using this gentleman's knowledge just because he appears to be a little bit shy. Oh, and just one more thing, we still haven't gotten to "monitoring" the appropriate use of Pharmanet. Perhaps Paul could enlighten us with his thoughts, what do you think?

[and so on]

Fig. 3 (continued).

the group facilitator, will additionally focus on helping an individual represent and communicate their ideas to the group. In order for the Interaction Coach to act in this role, BDI model instances will need to simulate each person within the decision aid. As with the Group Facilitator, the instances will have embedded values, ethical ideologies,
and beliefs about their capabilities (e.g., locus of control), ego strength, knowledge about the world around them and themselves, and personalities that mimic the persons these models simulate. For each BDI model instance that simulates a person, that agent’s moral reasoning heuristics and communications within the group will be driven by those embedded characteristics.

As mentioned, the Belief–Desire–Intention (BDI) model will be used to simulate and inform ethical reasoning (and the communication) within this multi-agent system. In the work described here, however, a production system ([65]) framework is proposed to be embedded within the BDI framework, within BDI Plans. A primary characteristic of production systems is the use of the IF (conditions) THEN (actions) rule type [65]. Production systems are “widely employed for representing the processes that operate in models of cognitive systems ([65], p. 676)”. These BDI Plans are implemented based upon the states of an agent’s Beliefs or conditions in the agent’s environment, perceived via Events. In essence, the BDI Plans composed of production rules can simulate “cognitions” and create “communicative behaviors”, based upon what is “happening” in the simulated environment, and what the agent “believes”.

The Interaction Coach also has a Main BDI model instance. Its Main BDI model instance has (pre-stored) the empirical relationships that exist between various combinations of moral development levels, values, ethical ideologies and moral reasoning heuristics, as well as personality traits and communication behavior. (This type of information is currently being researched by the authors.)

The Interaction Coach can apply this production-rule-BDI-Plan knowledge to transform a problem into potential future states, which it accepts as input explicitly from the user or implicitly via conversations. A session with the decision aid in this context would begin with Paul entering information into the decision aid for each person in the group that will be addressing the ethical problem. Paul will enter what he believes to be the moral development level, values, ideology, ego strength, locus of control, and personality characteristics for each person in the room [33].

Paul will also need to input the information he believes each person knows about the problem. At this point, Paul would place himself within the virtual meeting room (Note: Paul has already entered in his own values, ethical ideology, etc.), and he starts the session off with a particular question or statement. Paul then iteratively plays out various questions. For example, he might ask, “How will Robert respond if I suggest to him that we need another 6 months so that we can consider the issues more fully?” Alternatively, if Paul is going to be meeting with individuals that he does not know, Paul could ask the decision aid to execute a large number of runs with randomized values for each of the ethical problem solving parameters (i.e., moral development level, values, ethical ideology), and see how a particular suggestion is received (or not received) by the “average” participant.

### 4.5. Forecaster

The decision aid may also perform the role of Forecaster. An individual (or group) that is considering a problem can use the forecaster to determine the effects of instituting a particular solution to an ethical problem, or more importantly, to provide information regarding the likelihood of an ethical problem surfacing. The components of the Forecaster are: individual software agents that simulate communicative behaviors of individuals within the environment of the ethical problem. In the case of Pharmnet, the types of individuals that would be modeled by software agents are pharmacy patrons, pharmacists, physicians, government employees related to initiating or implementing the project such as the Minister of Health or Paul Tier, the project manager. Other individuals would be advocates of rights of individuals, including government employees (e.g., the Information and Privacy Commissioner) as well as members of groups such as the B.C. Civil Liberties Association and the B.C. Freedom of Information and Privacy Association. Over time, distributions regarding factors like values, ethical ideology, and personality that affect ethical problem solving will be discovered scientifically, as suggested above. Not only will this information be known, but it will be known at the detail of “types” of people. When this information is known, probability distributions about the likelihood of an issue arising can be determined by using empirically grounded models of how the various types of people interact (as well as how values, ethical ideology, moral development level affect cognitions or personality affect behavior), and executing the software implementation iteratively. The resultant distribution (created by the Forecaster role) can then inform the decision aid user as to whether an ethical problem will surface. If an ethical problem will surface, the Advisor, Group Facilitator, or Interaction Coach roles may be used.

### 5. Conclusion and summary

Ethics has traditionally been normative. In the second half of the twentieth century, descriptive ethics matured,
providing theories such as the Theory of Moral Development [36], a Taxonomy of Ethical Ideologies [20], the Four Component Model [57] and others [5,19,43]. Meanwhile, various communities in psychology created theories of values [59,63], personality traits [22,46], planned behavior [1], group process [37,71,74], and cognition [64,65,73] and the operations research modelers formalized the concept of problem solving [40,41]. Concurrently, the artificial intelligence community engineered the multi-agent [79] concept and developed the Belief–Desire–Intention (BDI) model [10,17,55]. This research suggests that computer-based support for ethical problem solving can be provided by integrating this knowledge in a dynamic computational model, providing support in the roles of Advisor, Group Facilitator, Interaction Coach, and Forecaster. Future researchers should also consider other factors such as emotion [23,48], situational factors [61] and inherent abilities [72].
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